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Abstract
The Dehdasht Structural Basin, at the boundary of the southern Dezful Embayment
and the Izeh Zone, is bordered by large anticlines with Cretaceous to Oligo-Miocene
outcrops above hidden basement faults. The drainage system within the Dehdasht
Structural Basin and the surrounding is considerably influenced by growth of the
Gachsaran diapiric anticlines and salt extrusions and of the boundary anticlines. The
Bangestan anticline in the NW of the basin uplifted 655 m since the Maroon River was
diverted. Comparing the uplifts recorded in the topography of the large anticlines which
are related to the Mountain Front Fault, to their structural amplitudes shows that the
Khaviz anticline on the southern Dehdasht Structural Basin has more recent activity
than the Bangestan and the Kuh-e-Siah anticlines. Variations of the local base levels
along these anticlines with regards to their recent uplift values suggest 30 to 45%
contribution of the thrust faults on their forelimb in the active deformation of the
structures bounding the Dehdasht Structural Basin.
Keywords: Dehdasht Structural Basin; Local base level variations; Active deformation; Maroon River;
Central Zagros.

Interaction between growing folds and streams forms
water and wind gaps when the uplift rate is,
respectively, slower or higher than the stream
incision rate [7, 8].
The Zagros belt is among of the active tectonic
regions and its active deformation since 5 to 8 Ma [9,
10, 11], is concentrated in the Zagros Simply Folded
Belt mostly as folding [4]. Historical and
instrumental earthquakes along the Mountain Front
Fault (MFF) in the Fars Arc and also in the Dezful
Embayment to the south of the Khaviz anticline [12],
local tilting of the Quaternary terraces near the MFF

Introduction
Geomorphology and drainage system respond to
deformation variation and provide indirect
information of tectonic activity [1-4]. Therefore,
analyzing the relation between active tectonics and
surface processes or landforms could help detecting
the variation in deformation styles and growth rate
and direction of the active structures [5]. The
drainage systems in mountain belts at least in
Holocene time are the most sensitive indicators of
surface horizontal and vertical deformation [6].
*
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[13], Geoddetic studies [14] and dating of the
Holocene fluuvial-marine terraces in th
he Fars Arc [[15]
show the recent Zagrros deformation is mosstly
accommodatted across the MFF [8]. Analyzzing
drainage sysstem includinng their anom
maly, deviationn in
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theeir path or variation in thhe local base levels acrosss
thee faults/folds has been useed in differen
nt parts of thee
Zaagros fold-aand-thrust bbelt to sttudy activee
defformation succh as fold groowth [8, 16-18].
The Dehdash
ht Structural Basin, which
h is the focuss

Figure 1. aa) Location off the study areea in the Zagroos belt. UDM
MA: Urumieh-D
Dokhtar Magm
gmatic Assemb
blage, MZT:
Main Zagroos Thrust, HZ
ZF: High Zagrros Fault, Hzz: High Zagros zone, BRF: Balarud Fauult, IZF: Izeh Fault, HBF:
Hendijan-B
Bahregansar Fault,
F
KMF: Kharg-Mish Fault, KzF: Kazerun Fault, MFF: M
Mountain Fron
nt Fault. b)
Geological map of the Dehdasht
D
Strucctural Basin aand its surroundings (after [26, 28]). c) G
Geological crross-sections
across the S
SE and the cennter of the bassin. See Fig. 1 b for location
ns.
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of this study, is located in the central part of the
Zagros Simply Folded Belt (Fig. 1a). This lowland
area, located between the Izeh Zone and the Dezful
Embayment, is surrounded by the large anticlines of
the Kuh-e-Siah, Bangestan, Lar, Khami, Dil and
Khaviz (Figs. 1b, 3). The Dehdasht Structural Basin,
characterized by surface anticlines resulted from
diapiric activity of the Miocene Gachsaran Fm. in
combination with contractional tectonics [19], is
locally drained but it is also joined to the regional
drainage systems to its NW and SE borders. In this
study, the recent structural evolution of the basin is
investigated using pattern of the drainage system and
the surface morphology of the structures compared to
their geometries at depth. In this regard, we use
geomorphic features to study the effects of the
geologic structures on drainage system of the basin
and the amount by which the main limiting structures
contribute in the active deformation of the basin. The
results of this study could help to understand the
recent deformation in the frontal part of the Zagros
Simply Folded Belt.

narrow and elongated growth synclines-minibasins
containing the Neogene deposits with growth patterns
that are resulted from synchronous shortening and
diapiric evolutions [19]. These structures are
decoupled from the structures of the underlying
Competent Group at depth due to the thick Gachsaran
evaporitic deposits between them (Fig. 1c).
The Competent Group of O'Brien [23], from
Cretaceous to Early Miocene, is observed in the cores
of the high-amplitude anticlines surrounding the
Dehdasht Structural Basin (Fig. 1b). The Neogene
deposits filling the basin are composed of evaporites
of the Gachsaran Fm., a thin horizon of the Mishan
marine and the Aghajari-Bakhtyari non-marine
deposits (Fig. 1b, c) which have similar
characteristics of those in Mesopotamian foreland
basin and collectively termed the Fars Group (Fig. 2).
The Gachsaran Fm. has covered the large part of the
Dehdasht Structural Basin (Fig. 1c). The Mishan,
Aghajari and Bakhtyari formations filling the growth
synclines within the Dehdasht Structural Basin show
mostly higher elevation with regards to the loose
deposits of the Gachsaran Fm. in their adjacent
diapiric anticlines (Fig. 3).
From structural geology point of view, the
Dehdasht Structural Basin is completely different
from the adjacent regions. To the SE there are 5 large
closely spaced anticlines without accumulation of the
Fars Group deposits (Fig. 1b). To the NW, number of
the large anticlines decreases to three and the volume
of the Fars Group deposits increases. Between these
two regions (i.e. the Dehdasht Structural Basin) only
two largely spaced anticlines of the Kuh-e-Siah and
the Khaviz crop out and covered by a large volume of
the Fars Group deposits (Fig. 1b, c). The dominant
internal structures of the basin are the elongated
synclines (minibasins) covered by the clastic deposits
of the Fars Group and limited by the narrow ridges
with outcrop of the Gachsaran evaporites (Fig. 1b).
The anticlines and synclines within the basin could
be categorized into three and four series, respectively
(Fig. 1b). From NE to SW, the anticlinal series are
the Rak-Pahlavan, the Dehdasht (along with the
Khami anticline) and the Bowa (along with the
Bangestan and Dil anticlines), and the synclinal
series include the Kushk-Mahsharifbeigi, the RakDehdasht, the Chengelva and the Bongard. In the
central and SE Dehdasht Structural Basin the trend of
synclines is NW-SW, parallel to the boundary large
structures. However, to the NW by increasing the
Gachsaran outcrop, the synclinal trends deviate and
only two almost circular synclines (Dozdkuh and

Geological setting and structures of the Dehdasht
Structural Basin
The Dehdasht Structural Basin is a part of the
Dezful Embayment and defined at first by Sepehr and
Cosgrove [20] as an embayment along the surface
trace of the MFF. This embayed area is suggested to
be formed by a segmentation of the MFF running
beneath the Kuh-e-Siah anticline to the NE and the
Mish anticline to the SE (Fig. 1b; [20]). The
connection between the two segments is inferred by
strike-slip faults moving the central block and the
Khaviz anticline towards the SW [18] or by a lateral
ramp to the east corresponding to the blind KhargMish Fault [21] that caused changes in facies and
thickness of the Cretaceous units [20, 22]. The
Kharg-Mish Fault limits the NW terminations of the
Lar, Khami and Dil closely-spaced anticlines (Figs.
1b, 3). The NW boundary of the Dehdasht Structural
Basin is limited by the SE-dipping terminations of
the Kuh-e Sefid, Tavechegah and Bangestan
anticlines [Fig. 1b]. The less aligned position of the
SE plunges of the anticlines along the NW border of
the Dehdasht Structural Basin complicates its
interpretation by means of a blind fault in depth as
suggested by Sepehr and Cosgrove [20].
Furthermore, the Khaviz anticline forms the southern
boundary of the basin where it is potentially affected
by the MFF (e.g. [12]; Fig. 1b). The Main
characteristics of the Dehdasht Structural Basin is the
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Figure 2. Stratigraphic column of the study area doown to the Low
wer Cretaceou
us based on ggeological map
ps (after [26,
28]), well ddata from the Khaviz
K
anticliine (NIOC, unnpublished rep
port). Mechan
nical behavior is based on O’Brien
O
[35].
Absolute agges are basedd on strontium
m isotope datiing: Ages of base and top
p of the Asm
mari Fm. from
m the Khaviz
anticline [166]; ages for thhe Mishan Fm
m. from the Agghajari anticlin
ne to the south
hwest [38]. Thhickness of th
he Gachsaran
Fm. is calcculated by restoration of the
t regional ccross-sectionss across the Dehdasht Strructural Basin
n using area
constant meethod.

antticlines expo
osed at the boundaries of
o the basinn
wh
here they creeate the basiin steep boun
ndaries (Fig..
1c)).
There are thrree importantt thrust faultss in the studyy
areea including the
t MFF (on the southern
n limbs of thee
Baangestan, th
he Kuh-e-SSiah and the
t
Khavizz

Atashgah syynclines) form
m at surface. There, the R
RakKushk syncclines are sepparated from
m the Dastwaapas
syncline by tthe N-S Toraab diapiric anticline (Fig. 11b).
The structurres of the Competent
C
Grroup within the
basin are veery low-ampplitudes and low-wavelenngth
anticlines foorming the averagea
and large-amplituude
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Figure 3. Diigital Elevatioon Model (Deem 30m) of thhe Dehdasht Structural Baasin and the ssurroundings. The numberss
refer to the toopographic prrofiles across the Khaviz annd Kuh-e-Siaah anticlines and are shownn in Fig. 8. MF
FF: Mountainn
Front Fault.

anticlines), B
Bimanjegan and
a Bongard
d faults (Figs.. 1b
and 3). Bim
manjegan andd Bongard thrust
t
faults are
resulted from
m salt extrusion due to salt withdraw
wal
within the G
Gachsaran Fm
m. under thee synclines. T
The
studies on thhe Kuh-e-Siaah anticline sh
how also seveeral
transverse annd longitudinnal strike-slip faults includding
one at the middle part of the anticline (Fig. 11b),
which is sugggested to be formed before the foldding
event [24].

u
topogra
raphic profilees to find thee
dettailed study using
con
ntrolling parrameters. Surrface morpho
ology of thee
maain anticlinees of the region is studied byy
lon
ngitudinal an
nd transversse topograph
hic profiles..
Th
heir minimum
m uplift is ccalculated baased on theirr
maaximum elevation from thhe local or regional
r
basee
lev
vels around th
hem [11, 17]], which is sh
hown in Fig..
4a. To determiine the recennt uplift of the anticliness
mited the Deh
hdasht Structuural Basin their minimum
m
lim
uplift amountss are compaared to theeir structurall
mplitudes in th
he geologicall cross-section
ns (Eq. 1).
am

Material and Metho
ods
To definee the patternn of drainagee system in the
Dehdasht Sttructural Basin, all of thee permanent aand
temporary drainages are detectted from the
topographic maps [25] and the Digital Elevattion
M 30m; [25]). The Dehdasht structuures
Model (DEM
are presenteed through several
s
balan
nced geologiical
cross-sectionns prepared by
b using surrface data (frrom
field survey and remote sensing) and subsurface ddata
r
pro
ofiles). Then,, by
(the interpreeted seismic reflection
comparing tthe structuress at surface or depth to the
drainage sysstem the posssible role of structures willl be
investigatedd.The locationns showing diversion
d
in the
pattern of ddrainage systtem are specified for m
more

( min/A)*1000
Urecent = (U

(1)
(

where Urecent depict the recent upliftt percentage,,
Umin
m
upllift calculateed from thee
m is the minimum
top
pographic profiles along the anticlines (Fig. 4a),,
and
d A shows the anticline amplitude ob
btained from
m
thee geological cross-sections
c
s (Fig. 1c).
Using a com
mparision betw
tween the reccent uplift off
thee large anticlines boundedd the Dehdassht Structurall
Baasin, we suggest the relativve timing of their
t
activity..
Th
he lower Urecent shows thee older activiity while thee
hig
gher percentaage reveals thhat the most activity
a
of thee
antticline has beeen recorded in the topogrraphic profilee
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Figure 4. C
Calculation of a) the minim
mum uplift from
m the longitu
udinal topographic profile aalong the anticclines and b)
the base level drop from the
t topograph
hic profile acrooss the anticlin
nes in this study [based on 30, 31].

and the anticcline is youngger.
Additionaally, variation in the loccal and regioonal
base levels across the large anticlines which are
related to the thrust faultss are used forr defining reccent
b) similar to the
activity of tthe thrust fauults (Fig. 4b
method useed by Mouthhereau et all. [11, 17]. By
comparing tthe obtained base level drops
d
(Fig. 44b),
from the toppographic proofiles across the large thruustrelated anticclines boundded the Dehd
dasht Structuural
Basin, to thhe minimun uplift
u
of these anticlines, the
possible thruust fault activvity responsib
ble for the reccent
uplift of the anticline willl be calculateed (Eq. 2).
Tareceent = (Dp / Umin-p)*100

um and Shaah Bahram rivers) passs
Maaroon, Choru
parrallel to the large anticlinnes through the
t syncliness
and
d mostly deviate
d
arouund the nosse of thesee
antticlines or lo
ocally cut theeir noses (Fiig. 5). Thesee
riv
vers after chan
nging their coourses around the nose off
thee anticlines continue as traansverse riveers. The mainn
draainages withiin the basin hhave also parrallel coursess
with regards to
o the structurres; however they mostlyy
he anticliness with outccrop of thee
passs along th
Gaachsaran inccompetent eevaporites and
a
deviatee
occcasionally (Fig. 5). Thesee drainages orriginate from
m
thee local hills (ridges of thhe Gachsaran
n evaporites))
within the basin. There is no importan
nt transversee
ver in the Dehdasht SStructural Baasin. In thee
riv
folllowing the drainage syystem in th
he Dehdashtt
Strructural Basin
n is explaineed from the main
m
rivers too
thee minor drainages.
The Maroon River whichh originates frrom the northh
of the Siah and Kuh-e-Siah aanticlines (Fiig. 5), to passs
acrross the Kuh-e-Siah andd Kuh-e-Seffid anticliness
cho
ose the low-eelevated sadddle between them.
t
Then itt
flo
ows to the SW
W through a ppath between
n NW nose off
thee Kushk-Rak
k and the Daastwapass syn
nclines alongg
thee N-S Torab
b diapiric aanticline (Fig
g. 5). Afterr
turrning the Do
ozdkuh roundded synclinee, it deviatess
aro
ound the SE nose of the B
Bangestan an
nticline. Thenn
by passing thro
ough the Bonngard synclinee (containingg
d Aghajari foormations) an
nd cutting thee
thee Mishan and
Kh
haviz large an
nticline, it draains to the Beehbahan plainn
(Fiig. 5). In the Bongard synncline, there are
a many low
w
ord
der parallel drainages jooining the Maroon
M
Riverr
fro
om the both NW
N and SE no
noses of the sy
yncline.
The main parrallel rivers w
within the Deehdahst Basinn
draain to the SE to the transverse ShahBahramS
Kh
heirabad rivers (Fig. 5). The Shah Bahram Riverr
flo
ows parallel to the Lar aanticline and cut its NW
W
terrmination. Th
hen it deviatees toward the NW nose off

(2)

where Taarecent shows the recent activity of the
thrust fault, Dp and Umin-p are, respecctively, the loocal
base level drop and thhe Umin in each transveerse
topographic profile.
Finally, schematic models are proposed for
ome parts off the
evolution off the drainagee system in so
Dehdasht Sttructural Basiin.

R
Results
Drainage syystem in the Dehdasht
D
Strructural Basiin
The Dehhdasht Strucctural Basin
n includes ttwo
drainage baasins. The diivide line off these drainnage
basins passees through thhe northwest of the Dehdaasht
anticline annd its adjacennt synclines (Fig. 5). L
Low
order (minor) drainagees and riveers within the
Structural Baasin drain away
a
from tthis
Dehdasht S
divide line tto the Maroonn River to thee NW and to the
Shah Bahram
m/Kheirabad River to the SE.
General pattern of the
t
drainage system in the
Structural Basin and itts surroundin
ings
Dehdasht S
shows a parrallel trend to
t the geolog
gical structur
ures.
The main rrivers enterinng to this basin
b
(includding
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Figuree 5. Drainage system of thee Dehdasht Strructural Basin
n projected over the transpar
arent geologicaal map.

the Khami anticline where it changes to the
River after jooining to the Barm-Morghhabi
Kheirabad R
parallel Rivver coming from the ceentral Dehdaasht
Structural Basin (Fig. 5).
The riverrs which floows parallell to the foldded
structures w
within the Deehdasht Strucctural Basin are
the Barm-M
Morghabi, Biimanjegan and Roshanabbad
rivers (Fig. 5). The Barm-Morgha
B
bi River floows
along the Raak-Pahlavan anticlinal serries between the

a Mahshariifbeigi synclin
nes. While att
two Dehdasht and
he Bakhtyarii
thee SE part of the anticliine where th
dep
posits are significantly ffolded, the riiver deviatess
tow
ward the SE Mahsharifbeeigi synclinee and finallyy
draains to the Shah-Bahram
S
m River. The Roshanabadd
Riv
ver flows along the eleevated SW limb of thee
Ch
hengelva syncline and foollows its cu
urvature. Thee
Bim
manjegan River
R
which flows alon
ng the NW
W
Deehdasht anticlline, in the m
middle part deeviates to thee
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SW and conntinues its coourse betweeen the Bord aand
Parsiah syncclines. Towaard the SE it changes to the
Khuni Riverr which cuts the SE nosee of the Parssiah
syncline andd drains to thee Kheirabad River.
R
Minor aand low-ordder drainagees within the
Dehdasht Sttructural Basiin could be divided
d
into ttwo
general grouups. The firsst group con
ntains the miinor

J. Sci. I. R. Iran
n

nating from tthe large Ku
uh-e-Siah andd
draainages origin
Kh
haviz anticlin
nes, respectivvely in the northern
n
andd
sou
uthern bound
daries of the basin, and drain
d
into thee
bassin (Fig. 5). They
T
are mosstly asymmettric and fork-lik
ke. The secon
nd group inclludes the min
nor drainagess
flo
owing from th
he local hillss within the basin (eitherr
thee diapiric antiiclines or elevvated noses of
o the growthh

Figure 6. aa) 3D picture of the Dehdaasht anticline and the drain
nage system around
a
it. Thee Gachsaran layers
l
in the
middle part and the SE noose (triangle-llike areas) shoow subsidiary surface foldin
ng. See Fig. 5b for location
n. Numbers 1
and 2 indicaate the locatioon of transverse topographiic profiles in part
p c. b) Lon
ngitudinal topoographic proffile along the
Dehdasht annticline. c) Trransverse topo
ographic proffiles (1 and 2)) across the Bord
B
syncline at the pointss of drainage
diversions. See (a) and (bb) for location
n. Elevation diifference of th
he local base leevels on the liimbs of the sy
yncline is 60130 m whicch is related too the activity of
o the Bimanj egan Thrust due
d to the salt extrusion of tthe Gachsaran
n evaporites.
"a", "b" andd "c" refer to the
t minor tran
nsverse and paarallel drainag
ges.
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synclines) and drains to the main parallel rivers of the
basin and finally flow out the basin. The minor
drainages in some parts of the Dehdasht Structural
Basin especially to the NW (Between the Chengelva
and Bongard synclines), where flow over the
Gachsaran evaporites, show dendritic and symmetric
patterns (Fig. 5). However, the pattern of the minor
drainages is mostly asymmetric such as in the NE
limb of the Rak- Pahlavan anticlinal series, around
the Chengelva syncline or NW of the Kushk-Rak
syncline over the Bakhtyari conglomerates (Fig. 5).
Additionally, in some parts within the basin,
diversion in the course of the drainages is detected
including around the Bord syncline located on the
SW limb of the Dehdasht anticline (Figs. 5 and 6).

base levels could be related to the activity of the
thrust/salt extrusion of the Gachsaran evaporites
between the Bord and Parsiah synclines (Fig. 6a).
SE nose of the Bangestan anticline
The path of the Maroon transverse River after
entering to the Dehdasht Structural Basin is diverted
around the SE nose of the Bangestan anticline (Fig.
7). At the location of the river diversion there is an
almost deep dry valley over the nose of the anticline
where down to the Kazhdumi Fm. is outcropped. The
convex-up profile (Fig. 7c; [26]), the location exactly
at the point of the river diversion and the NE-SW
trend comparable to the course of the former river
shows the valley is a wind gap. Elevation difference
between the previous (the wind gap) and the new (the
current Maroon River) local base levels in the
longitudinal topographic profile is 655 m which
shows the uplift of the anticline since the river
diversion (Fig. 7b). Additionally, based on the
maximum elevation of the anticline (at the level of
the Sarvak Fm.) with regards to the base level of the
Maroon River at the SE nose of the anticline, the
minimum uplift of the anticline is obtained 1710 m.
The amplitude of the anticline at the location of the
wind gap based on the available geological crosssection [27] is 2.8 km. Therefore, the Urecent of the
anticline is obtained around 60%. The local base
level on the southern limb compared to the northern
limb of the anticline shows a dropdown of 500 to 700
m in the central part of the anticline while the drop
decreases toward the noses especially to the SE nose
(Fig. 7c, Table 1). The large dropdown of the local
base level in the middle part of the anticline could be
related to the Bangestan paleo-high reported by
several studies (e.g. [28, 29]). The recent thrust
activity (Tarecent; Eq. 2) decreases from the NW nose
(45%) to the SE nose (1%) (Table 1).

Recent uplift of the main anticlines
In this section, the recent uplift of some large
anticlines within and on the boundaries of the
Dehdasht Structural Basin is investigated by using
topographic longitudinal and transversal profiles and
comparing the local base levels across them.
SW limb of the Dehdasht anticline
In the central Dehdasht anticline there is a triangle
region of the Gachsaran evaporites showing surficial
subsidiary folding (Fig. 6). There, on the southern
limb of the Dehdasht anticline, the Chengelva
syncline is divided into two smaller synclines (Figs.
1b and 6a). This triangle region makes a diversion in
the courses of the transverse minor drainage "a" and
the longitudinal Bimanjegan River (Fig. 6a). The
transverse drainage "a" originating from the northern
limb of the Dehdasht anticline flows firstly parallel to
the northern extent of the triangle region then cuts the
anticline at the SE limit of this region. The
Bimanjegan River flowing along the crest of the
Dehdasht anticline deviates to the SW at the NW
limit of the triangle region. A longitudinal
topography profile along the crest of the anticline
shows a low uplift (60 m) of this triangle region with
regards to the NW part of the anticline. It also
indicates a 90 m incision of the drainage "a" (Fig.
6b). Minor drainages "b" and "c" originating from the
bulged areas on the SW limb of the Dehdasht
anticline firstly flow parallel to the Bord syncline and
then deviate around the syncline noses (Fig. 6a).
Transverse topographic profile across the Bord
syncline at the location of the drainage diversions
shows 60-130 m dropdown of the local base levels to
the SW (Fig. 6c). The fall in the elevation of the local

The Kuh-e-Siah anticline
A transverse topographic/structural profile across
the central Dehdasht Structural Basin (based on the
cross-section AA' in Fig. 1b) shows a 8 km relief
between the syncline on the northern limb of the
Kuh-e-Siah anticline and the base of the Dehdasht
Structural Basin at the level of the Sarvak Fm. (Fig.
8). While, the topographic difference is 600 m. The
large structural contrast could be resulted by the
effect of the MFF as it is suggested by Sepehr and
Cosgrove [20] for this place and by Emami et al. [30]
using this method for the Lurestan Arc. The
Geological cross-section (Fig. 1c) shows a thrust
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Figure 7. aa) 3D picture of the SE nosse of the Banggestan anticlin
ne shows diveersion of the M
Maroon Riverr around the
nose of thee anticline. b)) Longitudinaal topographicc profile alon
ng the Bangesstan anticline from the NW
W to the SE
noses. c) Transverse topographic proffiles across thee anticline. Ellevation contrrast of the locaal base levels is higher in
the middle part of the anticline
a
(proffiles 2 and 3)). The wind gap
g profile is convex-up. SSee (b) and the
t inset for
locations off the profiles.

fault at the ssurficial part in
i this locatio
on, too.
Longitudiinal topograpphic profile allong the crestt of
the Kuh-e-S
Siah anticlinne with only
y a deep vallley
(Chorum Rivver) does nott show a significant elevattion
variation at the level off the Sarvak
k Fm. (Fig. 99a).
Elevation off the anticlinne's crest decrreases generaally
toward the N
NW. The minnimum upliftt of the anticlline
considering the maximuum elevation of the anticlline
with regards to
t the base level
l
at its N
NW
(1942 m) w

nose (Maroon River) is 1245 m (F
Fig. 9a).Thee
mplitude of th
he anticline in the geolo
ogical cross-am
secctions AA' an
nd BB' is 1.44 and 3.5 km,, respectivelyy
(Fiig. 1c). Using
g Eq. 1 gives the Urecent off 36% to 89%
%
in, respectively
y, the middlle and SE parts of thee
t
toppographic prrofiles acrosss
antticline. The transverse
thee anticline show higher local base level on thee
sou
uthern limb (91 m at profi
file 1 and 179
9 m in profilee
2; Fig. 9a) than the northeern limb from
m the middlee
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Figure 9. L
Longitudinal and
a transversee topographic profiles of (aa) the Kuh-e-S
Siah and (b) tthe Khaviz an
nticlines. See
Figs. 3 and the longitudiinal profiles for
fo location off the transversse profiles. Drop of the loccal base levels on the SW
limb compaared to the noorthern limb in
n the both annticlines are reelated to the thrust
t
activityy. On the NW
W nose of the
Kuh-e-Siah anticline the drop direction
n of the local bbase level is reverse (profiles 1 and 2) coompared to thee other parts.
Blue and ggreen dashed lines on the longitudinal ttopographic profile
p
show the possible surface of th
he anticlines,
respectivelyy, at the level of
o Sarvak and
d Asmari form
mations before erosion.

part to the N
NW nose (unttil the Kuh-e--Sefid anticlinne).
However, frrom the midddle part to thee SE nose of the
anticline thee local base leevel in the no
orthern limb has
higher elevation than the
t
southern one, whichh is
ofile 5, Fig. 99a).
higher to thhe SE nose (5500 m in pro
Change in tthe direction of the base level drops fits
exactly to thhe curvature of the anticliine surface trrace
(at profile 33, Fig. 3). Froom this placee to the SE, the
folds of the Competent Group
G
on thee northern flaank
paced in contrrast
of the Kuh-ee-Siah are veery closely sp
to the souuthern limb with the Passive Grooup
structures. While, towaard the NW
W nose of the
d
on the
anticline thee Fars Groupp has been deposited
both northerrn and southeern limbs (Fiig. 1b). The salt
extrusion w
within the Gaachsaran evap
porites over the
Aghajari annd Bakhtyarii formations in the Kuushk
syncline couuld be the reaason for high
her base levell on
the southernn limb of thhe anticline toward its N
NW
nose. The drrop of the baase level towaard the SW m
may
relate to thee recent activvity of the MF
FF surface trrace
under the Kuuh-e-Siah antticline.
Comparinng the base level drops at the levell of
Sarvak Fm. from the traansverse topo
ographic proffiles

um uplift off the anticlin
nes in thosee
to the minimu
loccations (Umin-p; Table 2) shhows that the recent thrustt
acttivity affects the local basse levels abo
out 7% in thee
NW
W nose of the anticline (profile 2), 17% at thee
currvature of thee anticline sur
urface trace (p
profile 3) andd
45% at the SE part
p (profile 55).
he Khaviz antticline
Th
The Khaviz anticline afffects the draiinages on itss
northern limb (the Dehdashht Structural Basin) in a
nticline trendd
waay that they flow paralleel to the an
tow
ward the both
h noses wherre they are diverted
d
(Fig..
5b). Longitudin
nal topographhic profile alo
ong the crestt
t elevationn
of the anticlinee shows an iincrease in the
ward the SE (Fig.
(
9b). Acccording to thiis profile, thee
tow
miinimum recen
nt uplift of thhe anticline at the level off
thee Asmari Fm
m. is 1.2 km with regardss to the basee
lev
vel of the Marroon River (FFig. 9b). The amplitude off
thee anticline in the geologicaal cross-sectiions (Fig. 1c))
is 1.2-1.7 km. The Urecent oof the Khavizz anticline iss
%-100% usinng Eq. 1. Th
he transversee
callculated 70%
top
pographic prrofiles acrosss the anticlline show a
dro
opdown in th
he elevation oof the local base levels onn
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Table 2. Minimum uplift of the Kuh-e-Siah anticline in different parts (Umin-p) at the level of Sarvak and Asmari
formations with regards to the Maroon River and the elevation difference of the local base levels across the anticline. See
Fig. 9a for location of the profiles.
Local base level
Base level
Tarecent
Local base level
Base level
Tarecent
Profile
Umin-p
(m)
elevation (Sarvak
dropdown
(%)
elevation, Asmari
dropdown to the
(%)
level) (m)
to the SW
level (m)
SW (m), Asmari
(m), Sarvak
level
NE limb
SW
NE limb
SW
level
limb
limb
1022
1068
1050
68
7
880
979
-99
-10
2
1079
1226
1047
179
17
1188
894
294
27
3
1121
1300
800
500
45
1299
795
504
45
4

the southern limb. The maximum and the minimum
drops, respectively, are in the middle part of the
anticline (280-290 m, profiles 2 and 3) and near to
the SE nose (90 m, profile 4; Fig. 9b). To the NW
nose, the base level drop is about 215 m. The surface
trace of the MFF is also suggested to the south of the
Khaviz anticline based on the earthquake epicenters
[12]. The seismic reflection profiles of the
Mansourabad oil field to the Southern limb of the
Khaviz anticline (unpublished report) show a thrust
fault from the NW nose toward the SE, close to the
location of topographic profile 3 [Fig. 3], which is
shown in the geologic map, too (Fig. 1b). This base
level drops could be related to the recent activity of
the thsrust fault to the south of the Khaviz anticline.
Additionally, the effect of the recent thrust activity
on the base levels (Tarecent; Eq. 2) is 23% at the NW
nose (profile 1), 30% in the middle part (profile 2)
and 7% to the SE (profile 4) obtained by comparing
the dropdowns in the elevation of the local base
levels to the minimum uplift of the anticline (Table
3).

Discussion
In this section, first we describe how the geologic
structures in the Dehdasht Structural Basin affect the
drainage system. Then the recent deformation of the
basin compares to its finite deformation.
Evolution of the drainage system in the Dehdasht
Structural Basin
As mentioned earlier, diversions in the pattern of
drainage system in the Dehdasht Structural Basin and
the surroundings are directly related to the geological
structures such as regional folds, diapiric anticlines
and thrust/salt extrusion (e.g. Figs. 6 and 7). The
effects of structures on the pattern of the drainage
system are large enough to deviate even the boundary
line of the two drainage basins covered the Dehdasht
Structural Basin. The diapiric anticlines and the
growth synclines – minibasins in the Dehdasht
Structural Basin make the water divide deviates to
the NW (Fig. 5a). The parallel course of the main
drainages and rivers to the structures within the
Dehdasht Structural Basin and the adjacent regions

Table 3. Minimum uplift of the Khaviz anticline in different parts (Umin-p) at the level of the Asmari Fm. with
regards to the Maroon River and the elevation difference of the local base levels across the anticline. See Fig. 9b for
location of the profiles.
Local base level elevation
Base level dropdown
Tarecent (%)
Profile
Umin-p (m)
to the SW (m)
NE limb
SW limb
570
547
412
135
24
1
940
848
567
281
30
2
1200
775
698
77
6
4
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slip
p fault sugg
gested to bee formed beefore foldingg
during activity
y of the MFFF ([24]; Fiig. 1b). Thee
Gaachsaran evaaporites havee been deposited on thee
both sides of th
he saddle betw
tween the Ku
uh-e-Siah andd
thee Kuh-e-Sefiid anticlines . Therefore, cutting thee
Assmari limesto
one by the Maroon Riv
ver could bee
add
dressed to the superimpossition of the present riverr
on the originall river flowiing over thee loose thickk
posits beforee lateral gro
owth or thee
Gaachsaran dep
surrficial exposure of the aanticlines no
oses. This iss
sug
ggested by Oberlander [366] for the tran
nsverse riverss
cuttting the large anticlines inn the Dezful Embayment..
Cu
ut of the Kh
haviz anticlinne by the Maroon
M
Riverr
cou
uld be explaained by thiis way, too. At first thee
Gaachsaran loo
ose deposits were thick
k enough too
pro
ovide the con
nnection betw
ween the watter basins onn
thee both sides of
o the Khaviz anticline.

shows that tthe structural uplift was to
oo rapid that the
rivers could not cut them
m similar to th
hose observedd in
Arc
the other plaaces in the Zagros includiing the Fars A
[11, 17].
und the nosess of
Diversionn of the mainn rivers arou
the large annticlines bounnded the Deh
hdasht Structuural
Basin (the Shah Bahraam River) an
nd occasionaally
m (the Marroon River cutting the SE
cutting them
Bangestan anticline) coould imply on the lateeral
growth of thhe anticlines (e.g. [31, 18]]) or progresssive
exposure off stiff lithologgy in the gro
owing anticliines
with differeent erodible strata (e.g. [32]). Chorrum
River to thee north of the Dehdasht Structural
S
Baasin
and the Marroon River att the NW, So
outh and SW
W of
the basin couuld cut the laarge anticliness transverselyy. It
seems the C
Chorum Riveer could cut the stiff Sarvvak
Fm. of the K
Kuh-e-Siah annticline by folllowing a striike-

Figure 10. S
Schematic evoolutionary mod
del of the Mar
aroon River moving
m
across the SE Bangeestan anticlinee. a) Model 1
(based on [36]). The basinn on the both
h sides of the anticline is connected
c
at first
f
(due to nnot-exposed anticline
a
or noo
lateral growtth of the anticcline) and then
n by exposingg the anticlinee or its lateral growth the rriver deviatess and leaves a
wind gap oveer the nose off the anticline. b) Model 2. Slow and un
niform uplift of
o the anticlinee at first let th
he river to cutt
the new grow
wing anticline, while later rapid
r
uplift maakes it to defeeat. Cutting th
he Khaviz antiicline by the Maroon
M
Riverr
is based on [36] in the botth models. Baa: Bangestan aanticline, Ta: Tavechegah
T
anticline,
a
KSee: Kuh-e-Sefid
d anticline, Si:
Siah anticlinne, Mu: Munndun anticlinee, KSi: Kuh-ee-Siah anticliine, DSB: Deehdasht Strucctural Basin, Khz: Khavizz
anticline. Dasshed line show
ws the future location
l
of thee anticline exp
posure.
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recorded to its recent topography while in the
Khaviz anticline the values are 70% to 100%.
Comparing the Urecent of theses anticlines could
show the relative age of their activities if a uniform
uplift rate is assumed. Accordingly, the SE
Bangestan and the SE Kuh-e-Siah anticlines have
older activities than the Khaviz anticline.
Moreover, exposure of the Lower Cretaceous
deposits on the Bangestan and the Kuh-e-Siah
anticlines compared to the Khaviz anticline with
outcrop maximum down to the Upper Cretaceous
shows higher erosion and probably earlier
exposure of the former anticlines at surface.
Uplift of the SE Bangestan anticline since
diversion of the Maroon River (i.e. 655 m; Fig. 7b)
is 23% of the total amplitude of the anticline. Since
there is no available absolute age for the folding
here, giving an exact time for diversion in the
course of the Maroon rive is not possible.
However, given an early reactivation of the MFF
in the Central Zagros during Oligo-Miocene time
(23-34 Ma; [37]) and assuming a uniform uplift
rate, the age of the diversion is obtained 5.3-7.8
Ma (late Miocene, deposition of the Aghajari Fm.).
Assuming middle Miocene (15-16 Ma) suggested
by Sherkati and Letouzey [22] for timing of the
folding in the Dezful Embayment, gives an age of
3.4-3.7 Ma (late Pliocene, Bakhtyari deposition).
And considering the initiation age of deformation
at the vicinity of the MFF in the Lurestan Arc (8
Ma; [10]), suggests 1.8 Ma (Pleistocene) for the
age of deviation. Therefore, timing of the Maroon
River diversion around the SE Bangestan anticline
could not be older than late Miocene.
Diversion distance of a river due to the growth
of an anticline is a function of the anticline growth
distance [31]. Accordingly, by considering
distance of the Maroon River from the point of its
diversion to the exposed SE nose of the Bangestan
anticline (about 13 km, Fig. 7a) and the suggested
age of the Zagros folding mentioned above, the
lateral growth of the SE Bangestan anticline is
obtained between 1.7 mm/yr and 7.2 mm/yr. Keller
et al. [38] suggests that lateral growth of an
anticline could be 10 times faster than its vertical
growth; the SE Bangestan anticline shows a
vertical growth rate of 0.08-0.35 mm/yr
(considering the suggested ages for the folding)
which is 20 times less than its lateral growth.

Therefore after exposure of the anticline to the
surface the river continues to cut the stiff thin
limestones of the Asmari Fm., too. Although, this
is in contrast to the suggested model by Collignon
et al. [33] for continuous incision of the Mand and
Kul transverse rivers (in the Fars Arc) flowing over
the stiff deposits underlain by the loose deposits.
Diversion of the Maroon River around the SE
Bangestan anticline could be explained in two
ways (Fig. 10). First, the river cut the deposits over
the Bangestan anticline (down to the Kazhdumi
Fm.) before exposure of the anticline at surface.
Later, the surficial exposure of the anticline to the
SE (due to the lateral growth or exposure of the
stiff layers) causes the river to deviate (Fig. 10a).
Another interpretation is related to the variation in
the uplift rate. Since stability of transverse rivers
relates to their quick respond ability to tectonic
forces [33-36] therefore the first low and uniform
uplift rate let the Maroon River to cut the SE
Bangestan anticline. Then by increasing the uplift
rate of the anticline, the river defeats and deviates
(Fig. 10b).
Diversion pattern of the minor drainage "b" and
the Bimanjegan River in the central Dehdasht
Structural Basin is somehow similar to the pattern
in the Central Otago in New Zealand showing
diversion of drainages due to a new ridge growth
[7]. Although in the Dehdasht Basin, diapiric
activity of the Gachsaran deposits on the crest of
the Dehdasht anticline and uplift of the Bord
syncline due to thrust/salt extrusion of the
Gachsaran evaporites cause the diversions (Fig.
11).
In addition to the structural effects, the
lithological control and limited catchment area of
the drainages could be effective on their diversions
over the Dehdasht anticline as it is also suggested
by Collignon et al. [33] in the Fars Arc.
Participation of the structural uplift in the
present topography of the anticlines
The recent uplift (Urecent) of the anclines using
Eq. (1), determines that how much of the present
topography is formed by the structural uplift.On
the SE nose of the Bangestan anticline about one
third of the structural uplift (Urecent = 60%) is
recorded in the topographic profile. For the Kuh-eSiah anticline 36% to 89% (to its SE and central
parts, respectively) of the anticline uplift is
76
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Figure 11. S
Schematic evoolutionary mod
del for the Deehdasht anticliine and the adjjacent synclinnes to the SW (a) and the
drainage sysstem around itt (b). "a to e" show
s
the minoor drainages.

Riv
ver to the NW boundaryy of the basin
n is divertedd
aro
ound the SE
E Bangestann anticline due to thee
latteral growth and uplift off the anticlin
ne. However,,
thee Maroon Riiver cut the K
Khaviz anticcline and thee
sad
ddle betweeen the Kuh--e-Siah and Kuh-e-Siahh
antticlines due to
t the basin cconnection on
o both sidess
of the anticlin
nes and the later expossure of theirr
oses to surfacce.
no
The SE Ban
ngestan anticcline since th
he diversionn
of the Maroon River show
ws 655 m upllift, which iss
23% of the fold ampliitude. Conssidering thee

Conclusion
ns
The patteern of drainaage system and
a the trendd of
the main riivers in the Dehdasht Structural
S
Baasin
and surrouundings are affected by
y the tectoonic
structures. Within the basin the drainages are
parallel to tthe diapiric anticlines
a
off the Gachsaaran
evaporites and grow
wth synclin
nes-minibasiins.
Thrust/salt extrusion off the Gachsaaran evaporiites
occasionallyy, such as in the Dehd
dasht anticliine,
makes a ddiversion in the course of the minnor
drainages oor the rivers. The Marroon transveerse
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suggested ages of folding for the Central Zagros
(including the Dezful Embayment) and also close
to the MFF (in the Lurestan Arc) and assuming a
uniform uplift, the age of the Maroon River
diversion around the Bangestan anticline is
younger than late Miocene. Given the diversion
distance of the Maroon River around the SE
Bangestan anticline, the lateral SE growth rate of
1.7-7.2 mm/yr which is 20 times faster than the
vertical growth of the anticline, is estimated.
Comparison between the amounts of minimum
structural uplifts recorded in the topographic
profiles of the large anticlines with regards to their
amplitudes (i.e. structural uplift) shows that the SE
Bangestan and SE Kuh-e-Siah anticlines with the
outcrop of the Lower Cretaceous deposits have
older activities than the Khaviz anticline with a
dominant outcrop of the Oligo-Miocene Asmari
limestones. Comparing the variation in the
elevation of the local base levels across the Kuh-eSiah, Khaviz and Bangestan anticlines to the
minimum uplift of the anticlines suggests a
maximum 30% to 45% contribution of the thrust
faults activity in the recent uplift of these
anticlines. The activity of the thrust faults is
concentrated on the central, NW and SE parts of
the Khaviz, Bangestan and Kuh-e-Siah anticlines,
respectively.
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